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Abstract – Facial expression recognition describe a facial related information for a human being. In emotion related information efficiently encodes from using Local Directional Ternary Pattern (LDTP). Local directional ternary pattern, contains assigned to eight bit binary pattern for each pixel of take an input face image. LDTP consists of an edge pattern in the edge region to overcome in weakness of an edge based methods it is one of the advantages of emotion-related features. In facial descriptor methods providing into histogram. Histogram is based on the accuracy. Finally to be tested by dependent and independent cross-validation schemes to evaluate in overall performance by using LDTP pattern code.

Index Terms – Local Directional Ternary Pattern(LDTP), Guassian Mixture Model(GMM).

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discussed about facial related emotion. Input of the facial image which detects and analyzes to be a human emotions. For example, purchases to get on registration process capturing on its emotions related features for accurately. In this process its suitable for computer vision. facial expression mechanism can be represented as face changes to appearance. facial expression recognition for detecting emotion exactly describing them some of the key issue in this method provided on two methods. Geometric feature based and appearance feature based facial image.

Geometric feature based method contain for encoding a location relation like eyes, nose, mouth, lips, etc…, in appearance feature based methods to represent to facial image by using on image filters which are applied on to the whole face, this process known about holistic method. To take an input image (facial image) it is to be applied on preprocessing methods. The grey scale output is black and white combination of 0 to 255. an 0 is considered to be black and then 1 is considered as to be white. Medium position when assumed to black and white combination.

When noise to be occurred on a particular RGB face image using a filtering method in this project we applied for them median filtered. That can be done on a first step process. In this second step, will be continue as follows, LDTP and weighted LDTP. The grey scale image as the input of the LDTP. The output of the preprocessing is grey scale image it is the combination of black and white. The grey scale output given to the input of the LDTP. Then take an region and split into small sub region. that have many pixel at the sub region, each pixel have a grey scale value between 0 to 255. The LDTP assign the eight bit binary code for each pixel. For example, to take a center of the pixel value is compared with adjacent pixels. The adjacent pixel value is less than the center value of the pixel that adjacent position value is represented by 0 and the adjacent pixel value is equal or greater than the center value of the pixel that adjacent position value is represented by 1.

In weighted LDTP the adjacent pixels are have fixed value of power of 2 values. the addition of the position 1 group is added. that gives a decimal number. that number is converted to the binary number it is represented in eight bit pattern. then the result of the weighted LDTP is taken to the histogram input. a histogram is an accurate representation of the distribution of numerical data. To construct a histogram the first step is “bin” the range of values – that is, divide the entire range of values into a series of intervals and then count how many values fall into each intervals.

The histogram contains the lower and upper value of a data set. The intensity of the each and every pixels are unpredictable. So we use probability density function. That values are discrete values. we use canny edge detection for edge detection. this edge detection efficiently detect the edge by easy way. an edge have the highest value. so we have used guassian filter to filter the high values separately to detect the edge points. The human skin color is identified by the YCbCr color space model. In this model the RGB image is given to the YCbCr color space model. In this color space model Y denotes the luminance and Cb denotes the chrominance of blue and Cr denotes the chrominance of red.

Then the boundaries of the human face identified by the dilation process. we cross one boundary to other the color of the position changed to another that changed point that detect by adding white pixels to that point. so the boundaries are identified by dilation. The classification based on the guassian mixture model classifier. That also have the training set of each and every expression of human face. we give the color space, edge detection and dilation outputs are given to the guassian mixture model. That features are identified the human correct expressions.
2. RELATED WORKS

In LDTP take an region that region is divided into small sub region. That region contains many pixels. For example we take an 3*3 sub region that own grey scale value, we take centered pixel in the sub region. That have the grey value. That compared with adjacent pixel values. That adjacent pixel have greater value of center value that replaced by 1 and the adjacent have lowest value that pixel replaced by 0. The weights are assigned to that each adjacent pixel. Which pixel have the value 1 that weights are added to get the final decimal number.

Then it is converted into the binary eight bit pattern. In GMM is a probabilistic model. It is implemented by expectation maximization algorithm. The expectation maximization algorithm contain maximum likelihood and maximum posterior probability. Maximum likelihood it check the matches between labeled image and training set images by using iteration. Then the maximum posterior probability find out the unlabeled data.

3. PROPOSED MODELLING

Input image:
Input image is a RGB color image. That contain red, green and blue combination. Input image can take human face image depicts for the virtual perception.

Local Directional Ternary Pattern:
LDTP is one of the eight bit binary pattern code for the facial image. It can process for LDTP it used to input facial image convert into the binary code. Input image separated to be many pixels are them. Each pixels assigned to the eight bit binary pattern code. In there, LDTP is also called a LBP. LBP is used for one of the type of visual descriptor in their computer vision. LBP combines further histogram of gradient values, it can improves to the some of the datasets.

Weighted LDTP:
Weighted LDTP assigned to a weight to each pixels. Assigned to same weight using histogram representation. An weighted LDTP it is based on a LDTP. Weighted LDTP finds for their one is center pixel for its neighbors pixels it is one of the
intensity and differences for other pixel of the intensity. An weighted LDTP of the histogram construct by the accurately weight. The output of the LDTP and weighted LDTP is used to plot the histogram.

c) Result of LDTP

Histogram:
Histogram draw for that using an weighted LDTP output. It is one of the accurate representation of the numerical data distribution. It is totally finding for that number of pixel and intensity. Intensity means that color of the brightness. An histogram consist for the density. Density contains for the estimation of probability density function based on accurate variable. A histogram its frequencies of smooth and over to the kernel of bins. In accurately reflect to the distribution of the variable to yield within the smoother probability density function will be more to accurately reflect. To drawn to the curve and to set of boxes or curve usually plotted on it histogram. Its method one of the type and another type consists for smooth curve estimate to a density in methods are average shifted histogram which is fast to compute to give an smooth curve. Histogram are represented by on bar chats. Bins represent to a range of data its based to histogram continuous data. In bar chat contains for the categorical variable of histogram.

d) Histogram

Canny Edge Detection:
Canny edge detection consists for detect for an edge accurately. Its uses for an edge detection operator while the ranges from an edge image. Mostly contains for an that’s use of accurately detect for edge. Its reduced for an amount of data. Various computer vision systems mostly applied to this canny edge detection are relatively similar.

e) Canny edge detection

Color Space:
Color space defined that specifically identify the human skin color. In color space the RGB image are represent in both analog and digital form. There are mostly used to particular colors or numbers used to be an adobe RGB and SRGB. In this color space model its one of the mathematical model of color to be represented to number of tuples. Color find to that input of the RGB colored image to take where places in each other. In colored model accurately find to them input image to an absolute color space are more and or less to be an arbitrary of the color system. In this color space model reference to “footprint”. In footprint denotes and meant as an color space. RGB and SRGB there are two color spaces of this process. This one absolute color space of the input image is the RGB color model while standard of HSV and YCbCr color space there specifically designed to their an all colors of the average space human being to see their. In color space model simplifying represented as follows see in tuples what we that. YCbCr its one of the important color space model. YCbCr means that in the terms of luminance / luma(Y) then chrominance/ Chroma (Cb and Cr) it represents for its color space.

Dilation:
Dilation it is one of the grey scale image we can process that add pixels to the detecting boundaries. It is one of the mathematical morphology of the basic operation. first we can start with them LDTP of the output for binary images, described with the first grey scale images assumed that can black and white. Then complete from their lattices in this dilation it can be usually for that uses of an structuring element of shapes and face boundaries that are contained with the face input images. And another one is erosion. It is mostly typically about applied for them binary images. But grey scale images
that work in aversions of there in erosion boundaries of facial images that can be an process to continuing as prepared for them enlarge the boundaries regions of the pixels while pixels we can add them for boundaries of image. In pixels of the areas size on holes of the region become smaller.

Gaussian Mixture Model:

In this model, its represented to be an overall process in this population to be observed for an datasets and observation individual belongs to which an sub population, should be identify them, without requiring , in this models its represents for its probability distribution mixture model in this population to relate to this overall population process and overall modelling mixture distribution its properties of the relate to overall population and those of the sub populations only for them. Mixture models it used for them make a properties of only for an give sub population observed to be an pooled population identity information of without a sub population. In guassian mixture algorithm are models filtering for implements object to be expectation maximization. It always drawn with their Bayesian information criteria to across the clusters in the number of data. In guassian mixture model main difficult for them data for there unlabeled ones for an usually but which points are does not know latent component. In there are expectation maximization is an well as statistical algorithm using by them iterative process. There are first we can assume that components of random and generated by the probability of being generated of its each component of this model. performance analysis for the facial expression recognition one can face image describe for their efficiently and spatially about based on active patterns using for an LDTP and for the which help our sub regions and describe for more assign spatial information related for them emotion for facial features. It can be analyzed by the facial expression performance there are used by the two difficult strategies using in their LDTP pattern describe for their shapes and the emotion related features, we found that the directional information can be suitable to produce the LDTP use of ternary pattern that can be reliable and codes for stable based for the an existing methods it removes for an smooth region uncertainty of directional pattern to be generated. In region for sub region for give the better performance of the certain conditions applying for facial expressions. There are two types of method used for this process we used to coarse grid it can used for stable codes it meant by relate a non

Expression for the facial image and another one is finer grid it one of the active codes meant for them related to their expression for facial image. In finer grain methods enables for as multi-level approach of facial emotions. Still an characterizing for the coarse for features of the expressions. To learn to the active for LDTP codes to the related in the facial regions . in evaluate the performance for dependent an independent. So finally, improve to its overall accuracy of the facial expression recognition on datasets.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Describe for the face image spatially efficiently based on LDTP using active pattern and sub regions.
5. CONCLUSION
LDTP can proposed to the efficiently encoding shape of the emotion related features. LDTP pattern there are used to directional information for fined them. Directional information there are eyes, mouth, nose, eyebrows etc., LDTP method generated for the face image to detecting smooth region, edge pattern and edge region. LDTP spatially efficiently based on the face image. There are two strategies used to facial expression recognition. N-person and N-fold cross validation. LDTP providing for edge pattern and produced to more reliable and stable codes than based existing based methods. It can removes an uncertainty smooth region of directional information if can be generated. In facial expression recognition methods gives better performance of using active pattern and sub region. Active pattern and sub region is one of the combination between ability of facial expression recognition than based description for the LDTP within existing histogram.
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